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Beauty Doesn H A Iways Make Good on Screen
The Viewpoints of Five Famous Cameramen

By WILLIAM A. REIN HART,
Hy ROY E. OVERBAUGH,

Cameraman. who menth filmed Rill Hmtke

it that so many really beautifulWis not make mod on the screen why

want to be, but once in front of the camera they lose
their naturalness, they seem to be thinking to them-
selves, "I am very beautiful, I shall look very beautiful
in pictures. I am being photographed because 1 am
beautiful I" They may deny this but I know that
something like this runs through the mind of at least
half such girls. The result is that they are self-consciou- s,

and being so they lose those natural graces
and airs, those natural charms that really go half way
to make them beautiful and they do not screen well
at all.

Then again it may be the cameraman's fault. Some
cameramen are actually so overwhelmed by the beauty
of the subject that they do not do their best work.
Iaugh if you will, but it is true. We all get that way
sometimes.

A pretty girl often doesn't have any brains and
can get by on the stage or street, but the camera will
reveal much that the eye does not see in the girl her-
self, and she won't look her best in the movies. Take
the best stars in the business the lasting ones and
you'll discover they have that rare combination of
beauty and brains.

You never saw a photograph of an intelligent man
or woman but what had something attractive about it,
no matter if the person's facial charms were nil. It
may be the expression of the eyes, the pose of the
head, the brow, but it is always there something at-
tractive in the photograph of an intelligent person.
Add to this physical beauty and you have a star!

On of th tamer,; men fitmint "Ann of Grn ,ahte. "

The lines that age brings, to woman, those first trace
of the breaking of the- - tissues in the neck, the crows-fee- t,

the er lines, are easily and
cleverly camouflaged for the afternoon tea, the opera,
or even the afternoon sunlight, but the camera is re-
lentless. These lines cannot be hidden unless make-u- p

is plastered on as a mason uses mortar, and when that
is done all expression is gone.

The result is that many women, still apparently in
the bloom of youth and beauty, who strike us as rav-
ing beauties when we meet them face to face, and
whom we would wager any sum would make a hit in
photoplays, actually look terrible when screened. The
camera digs under that illusion of fresh young woman-
hood which cosmetics may give and it reveals age like
a birth certificate.

Close scrutiny may be given her features and though
make-u- p can conceal fine lines, those deeper urn s that
come with age remain. The camera is very penetrating.

By GEORGE BENOIT,
Cameraman for I lite hrrguson

Whether or not a girl will appear beautiful on the
screen is, after all is said and done, still a secret of
the lens, and no cameraman can put his fingers, abso-
lutely, on the reason. No one can look at a girl and

say whether or not she will photograph
beautifully and it is only after she has had

If do not appear halt as beautiful as they
in the flesh and blood?" This question, with variat-

ions.
are

II ,! me almost daily. And people seem sur-
prised beca M I cannot answer the question in a single
sentence might say, in all truth, "color and contour."
which is largely the reason, but the two words do not
expftfl

i to the layman. First we consider beauty.
What is according to our standards? I would
enumerate them as coloring, expression, animation, pro-
portion, - and contour.

qir. . the most important of these is coloring,
when it cornel to matter of screening well or poorly.
Coloring not reproduced on the screens and color
values or relations never come out truthfully on the
screen. On the other hand, contour is always faithf-

ully reproduced If a woman be of beautiful contour,
the "lines mil show.

We hear, oer and over, that ancient bromide, "The
camera never lies." It's all wrong. The camera is a
fearful liar in many things, especially in recording the
relative valm of colors as seen in life by the human
eye. A person with only fair features but beautif-

ul complexion, clear blue eyes and auburn hair might
be considered to poeteti beauty, but on being photo-
graphed the resulting picture would show a rather
muddy complexion, black hair and very
pale, washed-ou- t appearing eyes. Make-

up, of course, il the usual method to make
the skin appear smooth on the screen but
this smoothness does not compare to the
beauty of a pink and white complexion as
seen hy the eye. Auburn hair can be
made to appeal blond by keeping an ab-
normal amount of light on it, but there
are times in an interior set for motion
picture work that this would be bad
technique, as apparently there is no

HTHIS symposium by Jive of the leading cameramen
explains many interesting features in connection

with photoplay photography that will be news to most
of the present day moving picture theater patrons.

numerous experiences before the camera
that one can decide allowing for the fact
that she may use the wrong make-u- p at
first and later learn what is right for her.
I want to emphasize the personality of the
woman above mere beauty of features.
In my opinion a beautiful woman will
not photograph as beautiful if her mind is
not in sympathy with her part. If a
beautiful woman with a pure mind tries
to play a bad woman irrespective of herlogical source for such extreme overhead

illuminate mi. The still portrait photogr-
apher can work wonders by retouching, but in cine-avtegrap-

make-u- p of the artist's face has to ac-
complish tin same purpose. For every person there is
always iomc particular lighting which portrays him or
her to the lu-s- t advantage.

It occasionally happens that improper lighting facilit-
ies make impossible good photography.

Finally, in determining whether a person will screen
well, analyze that person's beauty. If it consists of
beauty of contour and feature, and the eyes are not
too light in color, they are. from a photographic standp-
oint at ast, screen possibilities.

Note have m mind a girl of good features, who
has jet black hair, which she wears brushed straight
back from her forehead. She has black eyes, and in-
sists on using a very light make-up- , and seems partial
to white vaists. This presents such a contrast that it
a almost impossible to do justice to her photographic-
ally. t shr is considered beautiful. The camera
does not record extreme contrasts well.

By ft M. DEAN,
Cameraman. wkn rwmtkf filmd LUmtl Bmrrymort.

To tx very conservative I will say that at least half
W the pretty girls are handicapped at the start in
the matt. t becoming successful screen stars be-e- ta

th, are so beautiful!
It reads like a paradox, I know, but the facts are

these, t! beautiful girls know that they are beautiful.
Iney w jx. stupid if they did not know it. But,
knowing this, they are self-conscio- They do not

ability as an actress she will not photo
graph as beautifully as she would if im-

personating a good woman, a part with which she ha:,
sympathy. And vice versa. A woman with a bad mind
can not maintain her impression of beauty in a good
role because she will be out of sympathy with it, no
matter how clever an actress she is.

Many women have so much charm in their manner
of talking that people believe them beautiful. But on
the screen this charm, naturally, is lost, and the subject
does not register beautiful.

Clothes have so important a part that a beautiful
woman who wears the wrong kind of clothes may get
by on the stage, but not on the screen. A woman must
wear correct lines to get the best results with the
camera. Miss Ferguson is an example of how this is
well done.

Eyes play an important part on the screen that can-
not be over-emphasiz- ed and the woman who has per-
fect feaures, but eyes that are small and insignificant,
may not always photograph as a beauty. V ice versa, a
woman with features not so good but with large, ex-

pressive eyes that indicate a mind behind them, will
photograph beautifully. The eyes are of first im-

portance, eyes that indicate intelligence. The baby
doll type of movie queen, brainless and insipid, cannot
last.

To succeed on the screen a woman must have brains
and if she has beauty and no brains she will not
photograph as a beauty.

It is personality more than mere beauty of features.

By JOHN S. STUM A R,
( ameraman, now filming Dorothy Dalton

beautiful girl may have a small narrow face. But
she will not always photograph as beautiful. This is
because a round face photographs better than a lean
one, since more can be done then with light effects.
A full face picks up lights better; there are more pos-
sibilities of working different shades into a full face,
and good camera work has come to depend to a marked
degree on lights and shadows.

A girl with high cheek bones may be beautiful on
the stage or street, but she will not photograph so if
the proper light is not played on her.

A girl who is beautiful on the stage or street may
not photograph so because she doesn't know the art
of make-up- . It has taken celebrated screen beauties
production after production, often as long as a year
and a half, to learn the proper combination of colors
to use in order to get the best results for the screen.
That is why some celebrated stage beauties did not ap-

pear at their best in one or two productions for the
screen. They did not know in what make-u- p they would
photograph best, and it would take a lot of experiment-
ing with lights and colors to determine this. They should
not give up in despair but try many times. Often, on
the other hand, it is possible through the proper make-
up for a girl who is declared beautiful because of her
coloring, chiefly, but who possesses defects of features,
to offset these by make-u- p. It is admitted that she may
be considered beautiful in spite of imperfect features
and because of coloring.
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zation is in w, wherever modern industries have only
ecenth introduced, and large numbers of rural

population, have few attracted to cities, the death-rate- s

jy
' ave been rising."
Cli i"K thl Prhlem with a physician the writer

egS er tnere is a means of combating the disease
tiJu V

i conceding that results from the present
mthods are availing little.
l appeari to me, and I have given every waking
ihvsi

' '" ;iMy' many 'ears to tnis." answered this
circliL ' 'i We arc simply traveling in a vicious
exists

a n) different in effect from that which
have i

m u
mgh-cost-of-livi- ng situation, in that we

C(JSts Pjsed wages bringing higher costs, and higher
the treat"8111 new additions to the wage-rate- s. In
aKainst t,KMt f tUDerculosis we have run slam-ban- g

5 C "I1,,niic system that prevails. Except in
so W(.a'ilt ," ' ' nte of cases wherein those afflicted arc
out ha, !y 'd' commands can be carried out with-treatni- en

t' We mid that condition! are such that

and it is the thing he does, as the available data will
reveal, that he returns to that work for which he is
fitted that work and that environment which sent
him to the sanitarium. That man, saved for the time,
inevitably is lost as time goes on. There's something
wrong in a system like that it's too cruel a system to
be permitted, it would seem to me."

What's the answer?
One man says proper housing conditions, proper

working conditions, sickness and old-ag- e insurance
in fact, a nezc deal.

One hundred and fifty thousand die a year. The
loss in lives cannot adequately be put in dollars and
cents, but one authority holds each one of those one
hundred and fifty thousand deaths to be a loss to the
nation each year of five thousand dollars, without count-
ing in the cost of treatment and care for each of the
one hundred and fifty thousand. Also, it should be re-

membered that the majority are carried off in the
most productive period of their lives.

Seven hundred and fifty millions of dollars lost
each year through the mortality in tuberculosis ! Those
are the figures given by the United States Public Health
Service. And for each of those who die, there are
three who have been diagnosed as tuberculous and are
receiving treatment as such. And there are at least
twice as many more whose cases have not been di-
agnosed, who are tuberculous, and whose earning ca-
pacity and whose value to the nation are reduced by the
insidious growth of the disease that has trapped them.

Not pleasant, but the truth, borne out by official
facts and otricial figures.

the head of a family, has contracted tuberculosis. For-
tunately, it is diagnosed as such. He is a worker,
either hand or brain. His wage has not permitted
him to enjoy proper living conditions. He is a product
of the city. His is a continual fight to keep poverty
from the door. It is necessary that he work, day in
and day out, that the mouths dependent upon him arc
fed. And what he is able to procure for them, and him-

self, does not provide the resistance that the body should
have to ward off such a disease.

"In the event that he is persuaded that sanitarium
treatment is the onry means of saving his life, he is
carted off to the particular sanitarium provided for
such cases. There is no provision for the family. It
may be that temporary arrangements are made for
that family; it may be that after a fashion they are
taken care of. So, during the months necessary to
bring the healing of those lesions that are shortening
his life, and, incidentally, the lives of those dependent
on him, all that possibly can be done for such a case
is done for him, at the expense of the state, or the
municipality, or the institution, if such, responsible for
the existence of the sanitarium. The lesions are healed
over, in the course of a year, and he is discharged, prac-

tically a well man yet in need of the same food that
has been given him all these months; in need, too, of
a different, a healthful environment; an environment
that will pres ent the return of tuberculosis.

"But, under the present system, what is that man
going to do? What MM he do? At his age he cannot
reshape his life; indeed, the urge to do so is not there.
He does not understand. It is the most natural thing,

" adequate treatment, and trie proviso r.t ' "4tV
irnnmcJki Sl,,table economic environment ofttimes are
period when it is possible over a limited
practical.

ot tone, that the person so treated, cured, or.

vironm.,; ' 18 compelled to return to the same en- -
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h 7s condition. It's a bread-and-butt- er prob- -
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